We Must Fight War to the Finish or Perish!

Bituminous Miners Prepare to Battle Against Low Wages

Super Power Trust Already Formed, Says Federal Body

Treacherous Plan Revealed in Armed Grab of Nicaragua

Ominous Change in Press on Mexico

Gen. Wood Deports Man for Criticism of Imperialists

Move Against Air Warfare Defeated

Appeal to Have May Day Number

The American Appeal will have its May Day number appear Saturday, April 27, and after, each week until Labor Day.

The appeal is for subscription and individual support, and for the mailing of large quantities of the paper for distribution. This is the only means of making a serious impact upon the masses in this period of mass mobilization and class struggle.

We request active Socialist workers and individuals to send in their orders for subscriptions and single copies in as early a date as possible, and with particularity in every instance.
Socialist Party News

Party Activity
Every local Socialists should make a strong appeal to all friends of the labor movement to subscribe to our weekly. The more we sell, the more we can do for the cause. The year is off to a fine start in the new office. Every Socialist should be a subscriber to Socialist Appeal and all other Socialistic papers.

The Stephen Tour
The tour started by Communist Appeal has given a big fillip to our work. The more people are interested in the struggle for the workers, the more ready they are to contribute to the fund. The Socialists should do all they can to help this tour. We want to make it a success.
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Young People's Department

WITH THE CIRCLES
Who could be behind the scenes when a varied collection of young people awoke early on a bright Spring morning to go ring the doorbells of their neighbors for the Appeal Drive? As they passed from house to house, they were to ask: "What are you going to do next year for the Appeal?" And they were to say: "Please support the Appeal Drive tomorrow."

THE SCOFER

Jessie Stephen Meetings Draw Splendid Crowds Everywhere

By Jessie Stephen

Debs Picture Prize

The Appeal Drive was a big success. The money collected was more than enough to cover the expenses of the Appeal Drive. We are happy that it was such a success.

American Appeal Ballot

Every vote and every dollar donated counts as a vote. Failure to vote is A VOTE TO KILL THE APPEAL. Do you want a newspaper that is free of charge and for the people? Please vote and show your support for the Appeal.

SUBSCRIPTION LIST
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Why Disarmament Has Become Imperative

Editor's Note

In most recent American Appeal, Norman Thomas has called the question of disarmament one of the most important that the world has to face. He states that the United States has the means and the knowledge to lead the way toward a world of peace, and he urges all international conferences to adopt the principle of disarmament as a basic goal. The appeal to all countries to join in this effort is made in the interests of humanity and the welfare of mankind, and it is hoped that it will result in the creation of a world in which there will be no more wars.

The "Radio" Battalion

The "Radio" Battalion, which was formed during the Spanish-American War, has been active in the United States for a number of years. It has been a source of support and encouragement for those engaged in the struggle for peace, and it is hoped that it will continue to play an important role in this work.

The Armament Race to Death

The current interest in disarmament is due to the fact that the United States has increased its armaments at an unprecedented rate. This is a matter of great concern to those who believe in peace and the welfare of humanity.

Speculators Got Millions Lost by Cotton Farmers

$2,000,000,000 Bread Trust Thrives, Although Dissolved

Public Ownership Proves Superiority in Acid Test

By Carl D. Thompson

There has been a great deal of talk recently about the benefits of public ownership. The following article, which appeared in the New York Times, provides an excellent example of the advantages of public ownership.

Swede Cooperative Beats Flour Trust

New York, March 12

The Swede Cooperative has been able to meet the challenge of the Bread Trust, which was formed to control the flour market. The Swede Cooperative has been able to do this because it is able to operate on a much lower cost basis than the Bread Trust.

Super Power Trust Already Organized

The United States has already organized a Super Power Trust, which is controlled by a group of individuals who are in favor of increased armaments. This trust is not only a threat to the peace of the world, but it is also a threat to the welfare of the people of this country.

Finds Trusts Rapidly Ousting Competition

New York, March 12

The recent report of the United States government shows that the number of trust companies is increasing rapidly. This is a serious matter, and it is hoped that action will be taken to prevent the formation of such trusts.

Crisis in the North

The recent crisis in the North has been a matter of great concern to the people of this country. It is hoped that this matter will be settled in a peaceful manner, and that the interests of the people will be protected.

Conclusion

The recent reports of the United States government show that the armaments of the world are increasing at an unprecedented rate. It is hoped that the people of the world will take action to prevent this, and that the interests of humanity will be protected.